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Abstract 
For many navigation tasks, a single sensing modality is sufficiently rich to accomplish the desired motion control 

goals; for practical autonomous outdoor navigation, a single sensing modality is a crippling limitation on what tasks 

can he undertaken. In the research detailed in this paper, we open the door for a whole new suite of real-time autono- 

mous navigation tasks previously unattainable. Using neural networks, including a neural network paradigm particu- 

larly well suited to sensor fusion, and Camegie MeIlon University's HMMWV (High Mobility Multi-Wheeled 

Vehicle) off-road military ambulance, we have successfully performed simulated and real-world navigation tasks that 

required the use of multiple sensing modalities. 
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1.0 Introduction 
l t e  autonomous land vehicle group at CMU has for years been studying aulonomous na\<gation for wheeled vehi- 

cles using the Navlab I and the HMMWV (Navlab 11). Some of the most successful work to come out of lbe group 

has included road following using CCD (charge coupled device) cameras tPomerleau92, lochem931 and cross coun- 

try navigation using a scanning laser range finger (Langer93, Kelly93]]. The long term goal of each of these projects 

has k e n  to cngineer a vehicle capable of performing fully autonomous tasks in a given environment (e,g. on a high- 

way or in lhe wilderness). 

1.1 Limitations of the state of the art 

Earlier system have had some obvious limitations. P r h d y ,  a single CCD camera is sufficient for road following, 

hut insufficient for extended road driving tasks, and a laser range finder is sufficient for obstacle avoidance, but insuf- 

ficient for cross country (XC) navigation in ”interesting” terrains. Road following capability alone will not allow a 

robot ul drive on a madway on which there are obstacles, and simple rangehased obstacle avoidance can be b o a  

inefficient and ineffective in the presence of vegetation, water, or other “unusual” obs(ac1es. 

One direction of research lo explore is the augmentation of current capabilities with “top-down” information. For 

road following this might mean using limited access mads and having all vehicles on the mad signal each other about 

their whereabouts. The obvious dilikulty is dealing with unexpected obstacles, such as fallen branches, animals, and 

even stalled or damaged cars. For cross country navigation, top-down augmentation might involve the use of maps in 

coordination with some sort of global po~tioning/inteftial navigation system. Such a system is limited in prevlously 

unexplored regions. Top-dovm augmentation in either case is subject to failurn due to communications breakdowns 

or incorrect information which cannot be directly confirmed via available I d  sensing. 

1.2 Fully self-contained autonomous navigation 

In both the mad following and the cross country navigation W s ,  as well as in many other tasks for which the use of 

robots is needed such as space exploration, fi l ly sel/-conrained navigation is either very desirable or entirely neces- 

vary. The techniques which have worked so well to lhi date for tbe limited scenarios (in ALVI”  and Ran& havc 

been “batom-up” techniques, which we can define as techniques which take the rawest of locally available data and 



lum this into the necessary motion control commands for the task. Inherent in this concept is rich sensing. and for the 

tasks at hand the broadest way to e x p d  Lbe sense-space of the robot is via additional local sensing modalities. 

Thus, OUT goal is to integrate multiple senson to achieve capabilities notprevionsly attainablc in autonomous naviga- 

tion systems. .These capabilities are achievable with "bottom-up" techniques such as those. described later. For the 

reasons mentioned above, using such a0 approach is desirable and often necessary 

1.3 Prior work & our approach: the MAMMOTH system 

The approach taken in our research is informed by much of the work in cross counlry naviation paily88, Brumitt92, 

Lange193. and KeIly931, work in neural networks for navigation [pomerleau92, Meeden93, Marra88, and Wright891, 

and work in modular neural networks [Jacobsgl, Smieja92, Hampshire89, Fablman91. Gluck93, and Jochem931. 

Our current experiments with Sensor fusion use backpropagation neural networks ~umelhar t61 .  The basic elements 

of a neural network are nodes and connections. Nodes have activation levels, and connections have weights. In a typ- 

ical network, there are a number of input nodes, each of which has some level of activation (these can reprcsent the 

pixcls in an image with their activation level being their intensity in the image). Most often, there is a next level of 

nodes. called hidden units. Each hidden unit is connected to each input unit (unit and node are used intcrchangeably) 

by a connection with a given weight. Tbe activation level of a hidden node is the sum of the activation of each node 

it's connected to multiplied by the weight of the connection. The activation is limited to being between -1.0 and 1.0 

(or zero and one) by a sigmoidal function. Hidden units come in layers usually and often there is only a single layer 

which connects to a group of nodes known as Lbe output nodes. The network learns by having some paltern put into 

the. inpul nodes and adjusting the weights of all of the connections until the output nodes show the desired output pat- 

tern. 

Why do we choose to use neural networks? For an excellent discussion of the suitability of neural networks for the 

general navigation task see [Pomerleau92]. The primary issue is that we do not necessarily know all of the features in 

snsor  space which affect our navigation decisions. The fallout is that if we use a model-based system of navigation 

we would necd to explicitly take all or the features into account and experimentally (or arbitrarily) set the relative 

impO~tilnCe. of each feature. We cannot expat performance in the presence of a feature rich environment such as thc 



real outdoor world, and we certainly can expect to go back to the drawing boards in any new environment. Neural 

networks when properly lrained can automaticfly select and weight the most important features of an environment, 

with the added bonus of being able to tackle a radically different environment with just a change of training data 

The architectures of the networks we are examining in this work are of two flavors: monolithic networks and modular 

networks. In the typical monolithic neural network approach, we give the network all of the sensor data as inputs and 

allow the nctwork lo develop internal representations which allow it to perform adequately within the context of the 

experiences we expose it to. We might even train the network in different situations to allow us a broader range ol  

“safe” navigation terrains. A monolithic network may he seen in Figure 1, on page 3. 

Representations 

Inputs 0 
FIGURE 1. A typical monolithic neural network in which the inputs feed forward into internal 
representations (developed during training) which in turn feed forward into the outputs. For driving, 
inputs might be the pixels of a video image and the outputs might be some representation of a steering 
direction. 

One potential shortcoming of this approach is that, while in a model-based system we can’t guarantee performance 

over all possible inputs, here, we m o t  guarantee adequate performance in any situation, although we might exgecr 

adequate performance in most eases. This IS because we do not always know how to interpret the internal represent& 

tions that the neural network generates in complicated scenarios. 

What if we know that some feature in the sensor space is useful for navigation? For example, we know that the edges 

of the road are tremendously good clues to use in on-mad navigation. A typical neural paradigm might result in a net- 

work lcaming to find the edges of tbe mad. Or it migbt not. But even if it does. we might have directed the leaming 

towards less obvious but also important features if we first shared onr a priori knowledge of the task and sensor 



domain. Exactly how much of our resources (time, memory, oomputing power, patience) are we devotlng to learning 

what we already know? 

This work uses monolithic neural networks for navigation, but thc above concern, as well as the concern that mono- 

lithic n c w l  networks might not scale easily as we increase the demands on our system in terms of input space and 

output (actuation) space, has led us to examine modular neural netwolks as an alternative. The modular archilecture 

we use attempts to address the issue of integrating a priori knowledge and hints tbat it may pmve to he morc flexible 

as the complexity of the tasks increase. Our modular system is the Modular Architecture Multi-Modal Theory net- 

work (MAMMOTH). 

A MAMMOTH system consists of two segments, the feature level and the task level. The feature level is a set of Fea- 

ture Neural Networks (FeNN) trained to recognize hand-picked features in whatever sensor modality serves as heir 

input source. Thus, there might be one or more networks in the feature level devoted to the color \idea modality and 

each of these would be trained to recognize featnres in color video space, and their hidden uniw would be encoding 

these features in color video space. Orher networks in this level might address features in lases range finder scnsor 

spae  or in the input space of any modality we care to employ. 

On top of this feature level is the task dependent network which unites the feature networks. the Task Dcpendent 

Ncnral Network (Task Net). The task level uses the encoded information from the feature level networks as input$ to 

a larger network trained to perform the navigation task. These encoded feature inputs can be supplemented with task- 

related inputs. For a sketch of a MAMMOTH network see Figure 2, on page 5. 



Hand-Picked Feature Networks 

FIGURE 2. General MAMMOTH architecture 

’Ibis paper represents the first use of botb tbe monolithic neural network and the MAMMOTh network on the outdoor 

navigation tasks described later. For a more detailed description of the MAMMOTH paradigm and of its advantages, 

see Davis93bl. 

2.0 The task at hand 

2.1 Therobot 

Our specific task is to achieve autonomous navigation with the Navlab 11, or HMMWV, four-wheel-drive military 

ambulance (see Figure 4, on page 7). In our early experiments we are focussing on a ”wander” behavior. We want the 

vehicle to wander around the terrain and not get into danger This involves avoiding obstacles. but not heading to par- 

Licular goals (this will be added later). We want our system to choose an appropriate steering dmction. At this point 

in time, the vehicle’s throttle is not actuated. so the safety driver (a person in the vehicle who can take control at any 

moment) conmls the gas pedal and brakes. 

?he HMMWV @renounced “bumvee”) has all of its computing on-board a gas generator for power, a battery back- 

up for the computing power. an air-conditioned computing cage for custom cards (often for sensing) as well as the 

workstations, and a whole suite of sensors, including a color video camera, a scanning laser range sensor. and a multi- 



basclie sterco rig. The vehicle weighs 6 tons and can be driven at up to 70 milcs per how. For work on the vchicle, 

three SPARCTM 10 computers, named Moe, Larry, & Curly, handle all of the processing. 

FIGURE 3. The HMMWV 

Most of OUT wnrk is tested in one of two environments: at 2 kilometer by 2 kilometer outdoor lesting sile on top of an 

old slag heap or on a square kilometer of a “virtual” 2.5D world. 

The slag heap in the real world has sections that range from very sparsely vegetation with dry grass to intraversible 

due to trees and thick bushes. There are n a t d  and man-made ridges of eanh. man-made mounds oC e&, cliffs. 

large semi-permanent puddles, and remnants of the foundations of a few old buildings. A din access road runs 

through a large section of the slag heap (looping around to almost 4k total length). A rough estimate would be that 

less than half of the total surface area of the slag heap is uaversible with the HMMWV (i.e. the vehicle itself is capa- 

ble of safely moving over it). Most current systems are very liited in which sections they can maneuver in because 

they do not use multiple senma (and correspondingly cannot deal well with vegetation). 

The simulator, called .4kh melly93], used by the cross country navigation group at CMU consists of a map with 

elevation aud color (KGB) in each cell. The initial elevations are generated with a triangle based fractal. and co lm-  

tion is based on a similar fractal. This creates a world with varying elevation and patches of “vegetation” (a.k.a. green 

stufl). We can add onto this world a variety of geomelric shapes, such as gaussians, cylinders. boxes, pyramids. 



ridges, and cones. in any desired color. Fuahermm, d~17 or paved roads (with a yellow l i e  running down the middle) 

can be added by selecting a number of points in 3D through which the road will run and to which a spline is fit and the 

road filled in on the map. 

In bath the real world and in Alsim, the sensors used are a steering encoder, tbe color video Camera, and the KUM 

laser range finder. Sample images from the real and simulated imaging sensors are shown below (Figm 4, on 

page 7). 

Real ERIM & correlated CCD image 

Simulated ERIM & correlated CCD image. 

FIGURE 4. Images from the real world and from Alsim In ERIM images, intensity encodes depth. 

3.0 System issues 
l’he most recent experiments fall into the obvious categories: simulation in Akin and real world experimentation. In 

both cases, but especially in the real world, speed of processing is important and this h a  affected the design of the 

control system in several ways. 



3.1 Image resolution 

Finr, while in simulation we can generate both range and color video images on the same computer and call them 

synchronized, on the real vehicle this is impossible. For OUT purposes the images do not have to be perfectly synchro- 

nized, hut since the EKIM operates at 2112, digitizing sequenlially would mean morc than a half second of travel 

bclween starling the l s e r  range scan and srarling the color camera digitization (and on a more practical level, hoth 

digitizers will not operalc properly on the same computer anyway!). Thus, on the real vehicle, Moe (the computer) 

digitizes video images and ships them over the ethernet to Curly. Curly digitizes laser range images and processes all 

of the video and range images and simulates the neural network. Larry supervises communications between comput- 

ers, and may in the future perform the neural network simulation (if the communications delays become sufficiently 

small). Currently, this scheme allows Moe and Curly to begin digitizing their respective images simultaneously. The 

video image from Moe is ready before the range image is ready, and communications latency is kept to a minimum. 

Speed of the system is imponant, and in order to keep the whole control loop going at sIightIy faster than a conve- 

nient if slightly arbitrary goal of 1 Hz, we must not only perform the p d e l  digitization, but we must reduced the 

images from their original higher resolution to lower resolutions which cut down on communications times, and - 

morc importantly - cut down on processing time for the neural network simulations. Fortunately, in ordcr to achieve 

the goal of proof of concept for the sensor fusion mission, we need not detect every obstacle which could be harmful 

to the HMMWV (which is impossible even at tbe highest resolution of the ERlM sensor when you consider the c a s  

of sharp meral or wooden poles pointed at the HMMWV which are below the sensing resolution). We count on the 

safety driver to keep the vehicle from harm, and try to detect only the larger obstacles autonomously, so we feel safe 

in this experiment in using ERLM images which are 16 x @pixels, and camera images which are 15 x 20 in each of 

the red, green, and blue bands (reduced from 64 x 256 and 480 x 640 respectively). This meant that most of our runs 

were stopped at some point when the vehicle encountered an obstacle it physically could not s e e  Clearly, faster com- 

puting and more cficient use of computing resources can be used to allow greater resolution. 

3.2 Network architecture 

Just as the images were constrained in resolution, the neural networks had to be tailored for execuhon in real-time. 

Generally, this wa not a problem because the biggest implication for the networks was that the number of hldden 



units (see [RnmelhartR6] for a h l l  explanation), must be kept to as few as possible. to accomplish the task. But if we 

think OS artificial neural network5 as function fitters, creating a mapping from the input to the output, the number of 

hiddcn units is roughly ccmesponding to the dimensionality of the function you try to lit to be data. I[ yon try to fit a 

high dimensional funclion to a data set whicb could be rcpresenled better by a low dimensional function. you will fail 

to extrapolale from or (worse) inteqmlate between the provided data points. Thus, for a given training set of images 

and steering directions. you want to use a neural network with as few hidden units as necessary anyway. 

3.2.1 Monolithic architectures used 

For our purposes. we used two monolithic neural network architectures which performed almost identically. Most of 

the time we used a simple tbree layer feed-fonvard network with inputs from the ERlM and the CCD camera, 6ve 

hidden units and eleven output units. From the above discussion on images, this means we have a network with 1860 

inputs. The eleven outputs were chosen to be the same number of turning options that Kelly's Ranger system 

[Kelly931 has. The five hidden units used were based on results from Pomerleau [pomerleau921 and from experimen- 

tation. The output activations w e e  done in a gaussian f a ,  such as Pomerleau used, so that the activation was high- 

est on node corresponding to the desired steering direction and slope off on the nodes to either side (in a gaussian 

shape). On a few occasions an additional hidden unit of five nodes was addedbetween the first hidden layer and thc 

outputs in order IO make the number and complexity of connections similar to those found in the MAMMOTH net- 

work used. See Figure 5. on page 10 for a view of this network. 



Optional 2nd Hidden Layer 

~ ~- 
RED GREEN BLUE 

FIGURE 5. Monolithic navigation network (similar to A L V L "  (Pomerleau921) 

Training the monolilhic network was straighlforward for a given task. We simply gathered a training set of 300 exern- 

plars (for our simple tasks this was sufficient). An exemplar consists of an input image and a corresponding desired 

output direction. Then the network was mined off-line. Usually this took two to five hundred epochs (or runs through 

the whole training set modifying the connections in the network each time) until it performed adequately for our 

tasks. 

3.2.2 The specific MAMMOTH architecture 

For all of our experiments we used the same MAMMOTH archimure, one which had the same number of inputs and 

outputs as the monolithic network, and which had roughly the same number of connections (since the number of con- 

ncctions corresponds directly to the processing time). It had the same number of inputs, but in this casc, all of the 

CCD inputs (in red, green, and blue) are connected to om set of hidden units which are connected to one set of oul- 

puts This feature network, or FeNN, was lo be trained to find features in the color image spa=. Another similar 

FeNN connected the range image inputs to a second set of biddens and to another output. This FeNN was for finding 

range image features. The task network witb a set of hidden units and its own output layer sat above this and was con- 

nected to the hidden units of the two FeNNs. See Figure 6, on page 11, for a picture of the MAMMOTH architecture 

used. 



Task Steer 

CCD stew 1 L Range Steer 

FIGURE 6. MAMMOTH network for navigation 

The ineresting aspect of the FeNNs is that they are trained before the task network is trained, and then their weights 

are frozen. The task network is then trained with the hidden units of the FeNNs as its inputs. If the FeNNs are well 

designed and the d i n g  setS for the FeNNs are constructed carefully, you can force these hidden units to represent a 

narrow partion of the input space. In pavis93aI and LDavis93b1, FeNNs were trained IO 6nd edges in an image in 

ordcr to help a MAMMOTH network which located rivets on the skin of an aircraft. The edge FeNNs were trained 

entirely with artificially generated images, so they were constricted to 6nd what we wanted to find. For all of the 

experiments covered in this work, the task network was lrained with the exact same uaining sets as the monolithic 

networks. 

4.0 Experiments and results 
‘Iae experiments detailed here can k broken down into simulated and real world. The real world expcriments were 

all done first in simulation, and the details of those results will only be mentioned as is relevant to the real world 



experiments. but additional simulation experiments were done in the simulator which had no direct analog in the real 

world. although they did have relcvance, and those, too. will be delailed here  

4.1 Two interesting simulated experiments 

The two experhen& in the simulator which we shall review here involved taking lhe road following work of I’omer- 

leau [Pomerleau92] a step further by adding obstacle avoidance through the addition of the laser range sensor. Pomer- 

leau’s experiments used just the video camera (in gray scale mode with shadow correction through the blue band) 

which is significantly faster than the 2 Hz E m ,  and this allowed him to achieve highway speeds. For our experi- 

mcnts, we had to slow down in our virtual world to accommodate the virmal E m ,  but we achieved a new level ol 

capabilities. These new sensor fusion capabilities open new avenues in cross country navigation as well as road fol- 

lowing. 

4.1.1 Road with road-colored obstacles 

The 1 3 s l  experimcnt involves following a road while avoiding obstacles. In this w e  the obstacles wcre stationary 

because our simulator does not yet have the capability to handk moving obstacles, but since tbe system is reactionary 

and has no memory, it would treat stationary and moving obstacles similarly. In this 6 r s l  test, the obstacles were 

black. which, in the simulator, was exactly the same color as the road. The goal was to get the vehicle to follow the 



road, but avoid obstacles when il had to (see Figure 7, on page 13 for a map of the simulated terrain). ?'he vehicle bad 

l o  use both senson (color video and laser range) to accomplish this goal. 

FIGURE 7. Map oP the world with mad and obstacles in tbe simulator. Block shaped obstacles are at points 
A, B, & C. A black pit is at point D. The road we want the vehicle to follow i s  the paved road with the yellow 
line. There is a "dirt" road (brown) running east-west, and various cylindrical and block-shaped obstacles 
off of the road. 

Both network architectures were used for this test. For the monolithic network's training set and the Task Net of the 

MAMMOTH network, the vehicle was driven using the mouse to pmvide a steering direction over the road several 

times in each direction while collecting training exemplars. Additional exemplars were gathered by driving off of the 

road (with data collection off)  and then driving back onto the road while collecting images and steering directions. 

These exemplars were necessary so that the simulated vehicle could recover fmm smal l  navigational errors. All the 

while, the vehicle was steered so as not to hit any of the three obstacles on the road. 

For the monolithic network we were able to train just with this data. However, for the MAMMOTH network, wc bad 

to train up the FeNNs. One FeNN was for road-navigational featnres using the simulated CCD camera and the other 

FeNN was for obstacleavoidance- navigation^ features using the simulated laser range finder (look back to Figure 6, 

on page 11, for details of the MAMMOTH network). 

The simulator gives us the power to easily make mining sets for FeNNs. Thc nature of a FeNN is that we want it to 

leam internal representations (weight patterns) that represent a narrow and known set of features. In  the simulator we 

can force a FeNN whose input is an image in a broad image space Io leam only what we want by aeating dtcrnate 



worlds in thc simulator whose only features in the appropriate image space are those we wish to learn. Thus to train a 

FeNN to recognize low levcl video features of mads appropriate for navigation and not tu key off of extraneous 

image space features,. we make a world in which the only feature is a road. Likewise, to train an obstacle avoidancc 

FeNN, we make a world in which the only solid objects are large obstacles to be avoided. See for maps or the ”road 

world“ and the “wne world.” 

FIGURE 8. Road wrId (color map) and Obstacle World (deptb map - light pixels am higher than dark 
pixels) 

For the MAMMOTH network, 300 training exemplars were gathered in both the road-world and the obstacle-world. 

Thc respective FeNNs were trained with these and then the weights to the outputs of these FeNNs were frozen. 

Finally. the same training set used on the monolithic network was used to train the Task Net part of the MAMMOTH 

architecture. 

Performance was excellent on this task for both networks. For both uaining and testing the speed of the simulated 

HMMWV was held perfectly constant, and at this constant sped the vehicle was able IO stay on the road and avoid 

obstacles for over an hour and a half, which corresponds to about an hour at a slow speed [3mpb] in the real world. 

Another option of tbe simulator allowed us to “warp“ the vehicle to a random location and orientation in thc siaiu- 

lated world and three times out of four the vehicle resumed traveling on the road when it intersected the road again. 



About every fourth time the vehicle would intersect the road at an almost rim1 angle and that was sufficiently diffa- 

ent from what was in the lraining set that it would respond improperly and drive straight across the road; with the 

addition of exemplars to the training set that could easily be avoided. 

4.1.2 Road with brightly colored obstacles 

A simple variant of the previous simulator task highlights one of the major pitfalls that oftcn hinders researchers 

using neural networks, and the results suggest two partial solutions. In this task, the goal was again to slay on the road 

and to avoid the static obstacles also on the road, but l h i s  time the three obstacles were colored bright blue, green, and 

yellow from north to south along the road Training se& were gathered in exactly the same manner as in the ta?k of 

Section 4.1.1 on page 12, and training was done for the same amount of time (approximately 500 epochs - or times 

through the whole training set in batches of 300 - for ea& network to train). 

The results were similar to those of the previous section. The particular training set for this task produced slightly 

sloppier driving habits in the simulated HMMWV, and this was evidence by the occasional (maybe 1 in 8 occurrence) 

of driving fairly widely around the blue box at point A and then heading straight into the pit at point D. This behavior 

is bad. However the explanation and fix are simple. The reason this happened is bemuse the vehiclc had not driven so 

far lo the left on the road near point A before and thus had not seen the pit very well before. In this simulated world, 

the pit and the walls of the pit are black - the same color as the road. As the road turned hack to the righl, if the vehicle 

had just avoided the block at point A widely, the vehicle would see the black of the pit better than the black of the 

road and “lemming” itself into a bit of trouble. The fix is simply to add examples of avoiding pits to !he training set. 

A more interesting result came up when these networks (trained with the blue, green. and yellow blocks) were lcsted 

on a simulated world which was identical except for having three bright red blocks instead of three dilrerently colored 

blocks (with the blocks at exactly the same locatiws). The 6nt  symptom was that the vehicle went off thc road and 

into thc pit much more frequently. With the monolithic network there was at least 2 in 3 chance of going olf of the 

road, and with the modular network tbere was approximately a 1 in 3 chance. The implication is c l w .  The person 

training the network had correctly driven more closely around the blue box at point A than the yellow box at point C 

in the training. And both networks had learned to go left around blue boxes more tightly than amund yellow boxes. 



With the red blocks, the network dmve much more loosely around the block at point A, and saw the pit that much 

more often 

The second symptom was that the vehicle frequently went off of the road at point B. There w% an almost 100% 

occurrence with the monolithic nclwork and at least a 50% chance with the modular network. Both of these symp- 

toms have the same explanation: the yellow block in the first co ld-b lock  world was the only clock with a red com- 

ponenl in RGB. The nelwork learned to go wide around the yellow block since it had to go around it on the left to stay 

on thc road and there was also a left turn immediately after the block on the road. 'this made the network go widely to 

the lekt of the block al point A and often to h e  left of the block at point B. 

The simple fix is to use bigger training sets which have examples of blocks of every color on both sides of the road. 

But it is also interesting to note the slightly bema performance of the modular MAMMOTH network. Truly. the train- 

ing set for the task network was identical as that for the monolithic network, but it does seem to have helped that the 

lower level representations were separated into representations strictly for obstacles in laser range space and rcpw 

sentations strictly for mad following. By designing our FeNNs to represent what we want narrowly, we scem to have 

decreased the amount that we keyed off incidental features. Further experiments will be necessary to test this hypoth- 

esis, however. 

4.2 Two equally interesting red-world experiments 

Both of the real-world experiments described here address the most troublesome aspect of the current cross counQ 

navigalion task vegetation. If everything in the world was a rigid body, we would know to simply avoid everything. 

and we could do it [KelIy43]. However, sometimes we want to drive over the deformable obstacles (especially when 

we have no other decent route). The laser range finder alone cannot find vegetation, so we must use an additional scn- 

sor. in this ease the color video camera 

4.2.1 The additive obstacle test 

It should be noted that we don't always wan1 to run over vegetation. Even if we do want to run over it. an important 

6rst step in checking to make sure that we are running over it intentionally is to convince ourselves that wc really do 

s e e  it properly. 'thIhi~ first task is thus somewhat easier than the second task which we are starting to address. The firs 



ta5k has a simple goal: don't bit big solid obstacles and also don't hit wegelation. In contrast the second task had this 

goal: don't hit big solid obstacles and also don't hit vegetation unless your only other choice is to hit big solid obsta- 

cles. 

?be first !ask is easier because anything that would be an obstacle in laser range sensor space alone will still be an 

obstacle in the task space. In the second task a large soft bush might appear to be an obstacle in  the laser range sensor 

space, but we might actually have to consider it to be along the best route in the tadc space. We call the 6rst task the 

additive obstacle task because the additional sensor only adds new things to avoid. We trained and tested at the slag 

heap desaibed earlier. Much of the testing was in an area containing an access road which frequently had vegetation 

and or cliffs or mounds on one side, the other side, or both sides. 

We used the same network architectures as for the simulated tasks in Section 4.1 on page 12. It should he intuitively 

clear, however, that generating appropriate aaining sets is sigoificantly more difficult. For the Task Net part of Ihe 

MAMMOTH network and for the monolithic network, we had to drive the HMMWV around the lcrrain we wished to 

wander about it. This would have been simple, except we still needed examples of recovcring from mistakts, which 

meant we had to make mistakes (with data collection off), and mistakes arz that much trickier in a five ton truck than 

in a simulated five ton truck The procedure we used was tbe same (drive off of the road or too close Lo a mound or 

clilf and then recover to the rjght position), but the implementation was more difficult or at least morc hair-raising. 

Consequcnlly, speed varied greatly, and the lraining set was slighlly less rich in recovery examples. 

But lraining the Ferns was the real challenge. In the real world we cannot simple lrain in a world that contains the 

narrow set of features we wish to detect (most of the time). The laser range FeNN was trained to avoid obstacles. as: it 

had been in the simulator. There were several large mounds of eanh sufficiently far from other objects (including veg- 

etation) which we used as our prototypical obstacles, and we trained simply by avoiding these mounds as we had 

done in the simulator. 

Wc also wanted the CCD video camera FeNN to produce representations of vegetation, and this was more difficult. 

We trained a FeNN to drive around avoiding vegetation. To do this we drove around avoiding vegetation (sounds 

simple enough). In thc real world, though, images containing vegetation often contain other things; additionally, veg- 

etation in the real world is not nearly as homogeneous as any feature we might want to recognize in the simulated 



world. We had to try l o  develop a training set that contained a rich set of examples of the HMMWV steering away 

from all of the types of vegetation we might encounter. 

Given these difficulties, the FeNNs we trained both worked fantastically well, and the monolithic network and the 

Task Net performed even better. In fact OUT two main problem were that in the real world there are plenty of obsla- 

cles that simply don't .&ow up at the resolutions we used in sensor space (such as sharp steel bars and jag&ed cinder 

blocks) and that there are plenty of culs-de-sac at the slag heap. 

Both of the FeNNs would quite frequently allow the HMMWV m drive for NU of up to .6 miles before we ended up 

in a cul-dc-sac or had something dangerous right in front of us that could not be seen at the low resolutions at which 

we used the sensors. Another failure mode was usually the result of uneven ground os tcmtory not covered in the 

training sets for the FeNNs producing images that were largely dissimilar to all of those in the training sets for the 

respective FeNNS. The most frequent failure mode for the CCD FeNN was driving right up to a cliff that was the 

same color as the road. Likewise a common failure mode for the laser range FeNN was driving into low vegetation 

that got progressively more dense until we gradually appeared in an area where the vegetation was dense enough that 

no correct steering direction could be determined simply from range images. 

Combining the two sensor modalities had the desired results. Typical runs of the HMMWV were around 1 mile or 

more before we encountered a cul-de-sac, a dangerous obstacle below sensor resolulion, or a previously unseen situ- 

ation (such as a tilted image from a tilted vehicle). The network sometimes was confused by low tan glass which was 

relatively sparse thatjust k e l y  registered in the video images and could be placed into the same category as the 

jaggcd cinder block shards and metal pipes (i.e. obstacle below sensor resolution). 

Both the monolithic network and the MAMMOTH network performed very well, and there is not enough data for a 

significant quantitative compari%on. The one most interesting issue that we could address was that the FeNNs' trai~- 

ing sets were gathered on an earlier day than the Task Nethonolithic training set (separated by a weck). Most of this 

testing occurred in the Autumn when the vegetation and weather was changing most rapidly, and on the first day 

when we tested the fully trained networks, the MAMMOTH net seemed to outperform the monolithic network. hul 

on subsequent outings, the environment was progressively more dissimilar to the environment when the FeNNs were 



mined (in particular, there was much less green vegelation). On these days the monolithic network which was 

trained only with data from the later data collections, seemed to produce smoother and hener steering commands. 

4.2.2 The conflicting obstacle test 

The final test to be discussed here is one which we are just beginning to addresson the real vehicle. ?hc location Of 

the test is a section of roughly 1MX) square meters on our slag heap testing grounds which has numerous man-made 

mounds of earth spaced just a bit wider than is necessary for the HMMWV to drive through. The mounds of earth are 

approximately three feet high and five feet in diameter, and between them vegetation grows out of control. Our task is 

to drive the HMMWV successfully through this obstacle course. The tough part is that the laser range sensor gener- 

ates images in which the vegetation looks as bad as the mounds of earth for the most part, so the video camera is 

ncedcd to allow differentiation between safe and unsafe steering directions. However, in order to function outside of 

the most densely vegetated areas, we need the laser range camera for avoiding isolated mounds. 

Once again our testing uses both the monolithic neural network and the MAMMOTH network. Generating test sets is 

time consuming and we have been fighting with the weather, but have managed a few outings. The CCD FeNN from 

the MAMMOTH network was mined with freshly geuerated images of the new test region with a focus on the 

heavily vegetated sections, the laser range FeNN was trained with the same exact training set used for the tcst in 

Figure 4.2.1, on page 16, and the Task Net was trained with a set that was a concatenation of the training set for the 

CCD FeNN and an equal number of exemplars from areas of less dense vegetation. This last training set was also 

used for training the monolithic neural network. 

In the few outings we've had, the monolithic neural network was largely unsuccessful. The modular MAMMOTH 

network also experienced failures, but was able to go through the test region about 40% of the time. Three faclors arc 

primarily responsible for these results. First, both the CCD FeNN training set and the TasklMonolithic training set 

included data from the video camera and the lighting conditions were slightly different in each training set and also 

neither training set had the same lighting as was present during the test runs. Second, navigation through this region 

rcquircd very slow and fairly variable speeds, which has two implications: a. the images had differing levels of speed 

induced distortion, and b. at slow speeds the vehicle's sensors clear an obstacle before the vehicle's wheels do, so we 

would be turning around an obstacle, and our reactive system would suddenly decide that there was no ohstacle 



present and the wheels would hit the edge of the obstacle. The third factor was simply l i m i r e d  time on the vehicle due 

to inclement weather and hardware failures, Each ol these problems is addressable, and Section 5.2 on page 21 sug- 

gests steps we shall take to overcome thcse diEficulties. 

5.0 Conclusions 

5.1 Milestones 

With this work we have achieved new capabilities in aoss country navigation and sensor fusion, and have continued 

an exploration of an alternate neural network paradigm which produces more understandable and reusable ncural net- 

works. 

For cross country navigation, we have added the ability to handle vegetation intelligently. By providing training 

exemplars of a person driving a vehicle through or around a vegetated area, we can train a neural network to come up 

with an appropriate mapping that will allow the vehicle ~IJ approximate the performance of the human traincr. We 

have succeeded in training a network to avoid vegetation and tbe work in simulation and the preliminary field work 

suggests that we can also train the neural network to choose to drive over vegetation when the other options are 

worse. 

The implications of this work for sensor fusion in general is that we can feel confident to add new sensor modalities 

to a given task. A monolithic neural network is capable of leaming to fuse the sensing modalities, but the MAM- 

MOTH architecture gives us even more control oxr how to utilize the data provided in any given modality. Using 

appropriate FeNNs we can add some of our a priori knowledge of useful features and at the same time increase our 

abilily to inlcrprcl bow each sensing modality conuibntes to the task performance. 

Although this paper makes no claims to examine the neural network issues in any depth, we feel that the MAM- 

MOTH architecture will add several capabilities to neural networks for robotics. Primarily, we get the benefits men- 

tioned above of integrating our knowledge into the networks through the FeNNS and achieving better understanding 

of the internal functioning of the networks. However, preliinaty results hint that by tightly focussing the lower level 

internal representations of the network through the use of the FeNh's we may be able to avoid cross-modality interfer- 

ence that can result in poor performance such as keying off incidental features (such as the redness of a blwk in the 
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simulated world). Also the FeNNs provide a nice paradigm for network re-use, as thc FeNNs for one mk can be 

imerted into the MAMMOTH network for another (such as the laser range FeNNs used in the real world tcsls). 

5.2 Future Directions 

This paper addresses quite a few issues, and it is our intention to explore the most pressing ot-these issues in greater 

depth and to publish those results as soon as they are available. These issues fall largely into two categories: thosc 

dealing with NOSS country navigation and those dealing with neural networks. 

In getting a real robot to perform a task as complicated as aoss country navigation, we are obliged to put whatever 

system we use through a battery of quantitative tests as well as the qualitative analysis presented here. and we must 

use both the qualitative and quantitative results to petform the system engineering which will allow the vehicle to 

make optimal use of it resources. Memcs which we are designing to measure the vehicle's performance with different 

steering controllers include closeness to obstacles, average run length, run smoothnms. speed at which the vehicle 

can be driven, and, once we advance past wander mode and try to have the vehicle seek goals, how efficient the path 

to the goal is. System engineering issues include examining thc value of using more possible steering dircctions in 

training (currently we discretize the steering direction to eleven possible steering angles), automatically extraplating 

from training set images to get a fuller training set (by taking advantage of our knowledge of the sensor geometry to 

gcncrate shifted images), taking best advantage of the multiple processors available to increase cycle ralc lor the 

stecring controller, and finding the best sensing resolution for a task based on processing speed and safety. 

The neural network issues which we intend to explore focus on performance analysis. and wc are taking a two- 

pronged approach to this analysis. First we are currently developing a system called ANGIE (Automatic Network 

Generator) which will allow use to train multiple networks at once by using all available workstations in our lab at 

nighl, and generale new variants on their architectum (specihcally hidden unit architecture) either through exhaus- 

tive search, some kind of Genetic Algorithm. or any other desired search algorithm (using metrics of performance of 

the networks hued on provided training and test sets). At the same time. we wish lo lopologidly and set theoreti- 

cally analyze the MAMMOTH and monolithic nclworks and the functions we want them to learn in order to best 

match !he complexity of the function to the complexity of the network People have analyzed the complexity of net- 



works before, and we wish IO expand on that by analyzing the complexily of lhe functions we  ant them to leam in 

real world robotics tasks. 

This work will continue to focus on real world robotics and the complicated task of cross country navigation. It is OUT 

intention to continue the cycle of having the real world performance direct the theoretical work a$ well as the U l c q  

intluencing the real world work. 
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